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Abstract

Design automation techniques are playing an important

role in controlling the complexity of system design. Our
work is inscribed in tlw &sign automation of microproces-

sor-based systems which necessitates the design of inter-

jizces for system integration. During the interface synthesis

if is required to validate the timing of a design yet to be

iinplemented. In this paper we present a novel methodology

to timing analysis that can determine tight bounds on inter-

jlzce path delays based on the given timing information.

The timing analysis for synthesis problem is formulated as
a combinatorial optimization problem using interval arith-

metic techniques.

L Introduction

The design of interface circuits emphasizes the synthesis of

cnntrol logic [4]. Other resea.mh work [9] indicates that

controller design can benefit from a delay-insensitive

design methodology which produces robust circuits that

behave correctly even in the presence of variations on gate

and wire delays. However it is not always possible to

neglect timing information corresponding to either internal

circuit delays or constraints on the environment for proper

circuit operation [10]. This is particularly true in the design

of microprocessor-based systems whose protocols specify

{ieadlines to meet.

In this paper we discuss a Petri net based repment.ation

forma.hsm that allows us to nmsou about known circuit

path delays and environmental timing constraints.

Although our approach shares similarities with other work

in the area of interface synthesis and controller design, our

aim is to break a recurrent problem encountered during

:synthesis: a solution must be first offered to be able to
(determine if it satisfies the design constraints. The main

:result of this paper is a novel approach to time analysis that

“bwdcs this cycle by finding bounds on the delays of the cir-

cuit to be synthesized before the actual circuit implementa-

tion takes place.

In the following section we survey related work. Our

representation formaiism is based on a timed Petri net

which is presented in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the

discussion of the details of the timing anrdysis methodolo-

gy. An example is given in section 5 to illustrate our

approach. Finally future work is pointed in the conclusions.

2. Related work

A microprocessor-based system is a collection of compo-

nents which operate independently of one another but are

required to communicate and synchronize with the rest of

the system through communication structures called buses.

The interface design problem arises during system integra-

tion when components are blended into a single entity. In

general the design of an interface involves not only electri-

cal and logical signal conditioning but also protocol con-

version.

MICON [3] is an expert system that designs single-board

computer systems from system level specifications.

MICON solves the interface design problem by providing

in its component database complete subsystems called tem-

plates. A template contains not only a basic component but

also the necessary glue logic to conform to a predefine
MICON bus. Although in MICON the interconnection of

component templates is straightforward, the price to pay is

a potentially uncontrolled growth of the database due to the

requirement of storing N different templates for each com-

ponent where N is the number of MICON buses. Also as

technology evolves it is likely that new MICON buses must

be incorporated to the database.
In DAME [7] the components’ interface behavior is used

to design a suitable interface. Because there are but a lim-

ited number of protocols, fewer more general design rules

can cope with the interface design.

Signai transition graphs or STG’S, a Petri net based rep-

resentation formalism, have been used to describe the

behavior of asynchronous control circuits [6]. STG’S were

first applied to the design of delay-insensitive circuits

which assumes unbounded wire and gate delays. Although
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a very robust design methodology, delay-insensitivity is

not realistic to describe the behavior of microprocessor

components.

Pioneering work by Nestor and Thomas [10] identified

the necessity of dealing with timing constraints in the

design of interfaces. Borriello [4] developed an interesting

framework for interface design that is based on a formal-

ized ‘timing diagram language called WAVES, capable of

representing different types of timing constraints. The syn-

thesis procedure SUTURE initially constructs a design that

is not necessarily correct and successively transforms it to

meet the design constraints.

Recently some work has been done in extending STG’S

to incorporate the bound delay model, where actual gate

delays are taken into consideration. Burns [5] developed a

formalism called event-rule system to analyze the perfor-

mance of asynchronous circuits. Myers and Meng [9] used

a conservative estimate of gate delays and. available envi-

ronmental timing constraints to remove redundancies in the

specification. Their synthesis procedure relies on an algor-

ithm that determines an upper bound on the maximum dis-

tance between two events in an acyclic graph. The general

case, which involves solving a system of min/max inequal-

ities, has been shown in [8] to be NP-complete. An algo-

rithm that finds exact bounds on the maximum distance

between two events is reported in [1] whexe the restriction

that the graph be acyclic has been lifted.

In a related direction, STG’S have been extended with

timing constmcts to support the description of both syn-

chronous and asynchronous circuits in [12, 11, 7]. Their
approach differ from other timed Petri net formalisms (cf.

[21) in that the time intervals are assigned to places instead
of transitions, and in that different types of places are used

to describe two similar but subtly different timing behav-

iors: environmental constraints and circuit delays.

In this paper we expand on previous work and present a

novel approach to timing analysis for synthesis. We present

a procedure capable of determining g bounds on the path

delays of the interface circuit ahead of the implementation

phase by using the available design timing information. It

is now possible to detect specification inconsistencies prior

to the implementation of the circuit, and to guide the

implementation phase (i.e. time-driven partitioning, place-

ment, and routing). Finally the obtained bounds on the

interface path delays can be used to verify that the final

interface circuit satisfies the design constraints.

3. Protocol specification

Microprocessor components transfer information in the

form of signals via wires that connect their ports. Input

ports accept incoming signals generated in output ports. A

protocol enforces the correct transfer of information by

defining the order and timing of elementary operations

called actions. Signal transitions rue used to encode the

actions of the protocol. We use an abstraction of STG’S

called action graphs to capture the behavior of component

interface protocols [7]. The design of the interface between

two components is carried out by merging the components’

corresponding action graphs. The resulting merged action

graph can be transformed into a timed STG which is the

starting point of our timing analysis. This section intro-

duces our timed STG representation, afflned to Vanbekber-

gen’s timed STG’S [12] and to Rokicki’s orbital nets [11].

First we pment the underlying timed Petri net.

3.1 Timed Petri net model

A marked timed Petri Net is a quintuple TPN = (Pi, Tr, F,

MO, A) where P1 is a non-empty set of places, Tr is a non-

empty set of transitions, F G (Pi x Tr) u (Tr x P/) is the

flow relation, M Pl + N is the marking function, and A; Pl

-+ [is the time labeling function that assigns to each place

a compact interval A ~ A (N is the set of the natural num-

bers and 1 is the set of compact real intervals).

The set of places is partitioned into two subsets PIO and

PIC. Time labels assigned to places belonging to PIO, the set

of operational places, are used to model circuit delay.

Time labels assigned to places belonging to PiC, the set of

constraint places, are used to specify required behavior of

the environment for pro~r operation of the circuit. The

flow function is naturally partitioned by the subsets PIO and

Pi=, i.e. F = FO u F=, where FOG (PIO x Tr) u (Tr x PIO) and
Fc z (Plc x Tr) u (~r x PQ

The preset (postset) of a transition t is the set of incom-

ing places to (outgoing from) tand is denoted ● t (t*). The

intersection of ● t (or t“) with PIO is denoted ● to(or t*o);

likewise for ●tO and t*o. The firing rule for Petri nets is

extended to take into consideration the different behavior

of operational and constraint places.

Firing rule;

1. A transition t is enabled when every place p E ●tO

contains a token.
2. An enabled transition must fire immediately, When it

fires, the transition sends tokens to every place p E t“ and

anti-tokens to every place p c ● t.

3. An operational place p labelled with & = [-cfi, ~~~,]
upon receiving a token at time -cmakes it visible to transi-

tions tE p“ at time z + -cX,where z, ~ ~. The token is held

by the place until it is annihilated by an anti-token.

4. A constraint place p labelled with & = [~~ti, z~wl

upon receiving a token at time -c,holds it during the inter-

val [~ + %k, ~ + Tm,l. If the constraint place receives an
anti-token when it does not hold a token, it flags a con-

straint violation.
The use of anti-tokens is our mechanism of assigning to

the places the responsibility of flagging violations. Note
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the asymmetry between constraint places and operational
pla=s: only tokens in operational places are necessary to

enable a transition; also tokens are pdurable in opera-

tional places but not in constraint places.

SQ ports, signals and signal transitions

Ports are designated with unique names. Input port names

are written as Q, b, c, while output port names are written as

a, b, c. Signals carry the values of ports through wires. Let

X be the set of m input ports and Z the set of n output ports

of a circuit. The set of signals is Y = X u Z.

The alphabet A = Y x {+, -} is the set of binary signal

transitions. A signal transition (a, +) or in shorthand a+,

indicates a positive transition of the signal value at the out-

put port a. (A can be naturally extended to describe muki-

valued signals [12], however for the purpose of our presen-

tation we consider only binary transitions.)

3.3 Signal transition graphs

!]TG’s are Petri nets whose transitions are interpreted as

signal transitions. A timed STG is a triple (TPN, X A)

!where TPN is a marked timed Petri net, Y is as set of sig-

nak, and A: Tr + A is a labelling function which assigns

each tE Tr of the Petri net with a signal transition a! E A.

Not every interpretation of a Petri net describes a correct

behavior of a circuit (e.g., if two successive transitions of

the Petri net are labelled with the same signal transition).

KJsually the validity of an STG is checked by ensuring that

rhe corresponding state graph is consistent [12]. In the

sequel we consider the subclass of STG’S whose underlying

Peti nets are mmked graphs that satisfy:

1. lle~ is at least one simple cycle containing both

transitions a+ and a-.

2. In every simple cycle containing both transitions a+

and a-, the transitions alternate.

3. There is one and only one token in every simple

cycle of the graph.

l%e above properties refleet the fact that the protocols

we are coneemed with exhibit cyclic behavior.

Definition 3.3.1 .- A timed STG is time-consistent if no

constraint place flags a violation during any possible exe-

cution of the STG.

4. Timing analysis

sor-based system design, the known operational delays and

tig constraints correspond respectively to circuit delays

and timing constraints specified in the component data

sheets, while the unknown operational delays are the

delays of the interface logic that is yet to be synthesized.

4.1 Time consistency

In this subsection we propose an optimization formulation

to check for time-consistency of valid timed STG’S. We use

interval arithmetic to compute the time of occurrence of

transitions due to operational places. Let 1 be the set of real

compact intervals.

An interval operation@ is defined by:

aC0f3={a COb:a CaAb E~}

fora, ~~1, anda, b~R.

In particular, expressions for interval addition, subtrac-

tion, and min and max functions are given by:

min (a + ~)= [rein (ah, bti), min (a~.,., b~,)]

max (a + ~)= [roux (ati, b~fi), mar (am,,, bm.J]

where a = [a~k, a~J and @= [b&, b~=].

In a marked graph, l*pI = Ip*l = 1, thus places can be

drawn as links between two transitions. To make our alge-

bra more tractable, we have adopted the convention of

denoting labels associated with constraint places using the

symbol A while for the labels associated with operational

places we use the symbol -y. Consider now transition d in

Figure 1 with three incoming operational places shown as

links labelled with intervals ~, i=l..3. The occurrence

times of transitions a, b and c are also shown in Figure 1.

According to the iiring rule, d sees a token in a place at any

time during the corresponding shadowed interval, and d is

enabled when all three tokens on the incoming places are

made visible to d. This happens within the interval max (-c.

+ 71, ~~ + yz, ~ + 73). 111 thiS example ~i are single-point

intervals but in general they can be intervals too. If there is

only one operational place in ●d, say the one Iabelled yl,

the expression for ~~becomes z. + yl as expected.

This section discusses the timing analysis of valid timed

STG’S. The fist problem studied in this section is con-

straint satisfaction, i.e., to determine if a set of operational

delays of a circuit satisfies the given timing constraints.

The second problem considers a reverse form of the con-

straint satisfaction problem, namely given a set of known Figure 1. Firing of a transition.
operational delays and timing constraints, determine possi-

ble values of variable operational delays. In microproces- A constraint pla~ between two transitions a and b (see
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Figure 2) signals a violation ifl-c~ does not occur within the

constraint interval after the occurrence of ~, (shadowed

area). A constraint place is said to be time-consistent if it

does not signal a violation under any possible execution of

the STG. We can determine if the place ever signals a viola-

tion under any possible execution of the STG if we know

bounds on the time separation from ~b to -c,, written z~ – Za.

A constraint place is time-consistent iff

-cb-x, cAl ~. 1]

An STG is time-consistent iflall the constraint pkes are

time-consistent. It is evident that to be able to calculate

13q. 1, the involved transitions must have a common ances-

tor, i.e., there must exist a transition x such that there is a

path from x to a and from x to b, otherwise it could not be

pcmible to find bounds on ~b - -r, and the constraint could

not be satisfied (unless Al = (-~, i-co), the trivial constraint

interval). We call such x a~ork transition corresponding to

transitions a and b if there are two lattices whose common

least upper bound is x, and with greatest lower bounds a

and b respectively. The significance of a fork transition is

that ~i ill Eq. 1 Can be computed relative to x.

Figure 2. A constraint between two transitions.

To compute the time interval difference in @. 1, we

unfold the cyclic STG starting from the initial marking. The

resulting unfolded graph is acyclic and infinite. We further

assume that the execution of the graph results in periodic

behavior so that the unfolded graph can be analyzed by

looking only at a tlnite subgraph [9]. Figure 3 shows a sim-

ple protocol between two signals and its corresponding

unfolded graph. Jn the initial marking (time zero) there are

tokens in the places labelled with -yl and y~. (If initially the

occurrences of g+ and b+ did not follow ya and y~ as shown
in Figure 3, we could specify initial reset values yb and y%,

equivalent to the reset rules in [9, l]).

The time of occurrence of any event is computed as fol-

lows: starting from time zero in topological order we

assign a time interval of occurrence to each transition in the

graph. For example, the Iirst occurrence of a+ is within yi

while the first cxcmmnce of b+ is within max (Y4 + yl, y5).

Note that in Figure 3 the subgraph between any two occur-

rences of b+ is repeated indefinitely. Then if we want to

find the difference between the occurrences of two transi-

tions in the same cycle, we do not need to start from time

zero, but rather we can use b+ as a relative time origin.

Transitions such as b+ are considered fork transition candi-

dates to compute the time separation between events in a

per cycle basis.

Y4
+ Y5

b-
Figure 3. Simple signal transition graph and a partial view

of its unfolded infinite acyclic graph.

Formally to find the time separation between two transi-

tions a and b a fork transition x is identified such that there

are two lattices in the unfolded graph starting from x and

ending in a or b respectively. The time separation is com-

puted as the interval difference between the occurrence

times of b and a relative to x. For example the separation

between transitions b+i and Q+i in Figure 3 for any cycle i >

0 (i = O is the initial cycle) is max (72 + 74 + 71, Y3.+ Y5) -

{YZ + Y4}. The fork transition of b+’ and a+’ is b+’-l. The

satisfaction of Eq. 1 involves solving a linear optimization

program and it will be discussed in section 4.2.

4.2 Constraint satisfaction problem

The strength of the time separation procedure outlined in

section 4.1 is that its formulation lends itself to further

important extensions of timing analysis for synthesis, the

subject of section 4.3. In this section we discuss a method-

ology to solve a set of interval expressions of the form of

Eq. 1 using an optimization approach.

The constraint satisfaction of an STG is equivalent to

checking its time consistency. Therefore an STG is time

consistent 2fl all constraint equations of the form of Eq. 1

are satisfied. Eq. 1 involves the subtraction of interval

expressions, each containing a possibly nested application

of the max function on yi of the unfolded graph. Thus Eq. 1

is a nonlinear interval expression. Using an approach

adapted from [8], we can solve the constraint satisfaction
problem by solving first a finite set of subproblems. A sub-

problem is produced by choosing one of the terms fi-om

each of the max functions as winner. The solution of each

subproblem can be formulated as a linear program which

finds the minimum and maximum values of a linear inter-

val expression (i.e., with the max terms removed) subjed

to the ~ intervals and to the conditions imposed by the

choices of winners in the max terms, which are also linear

expressions on y,. The solution of the original problem is
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where .tn is the null function.the union of the solutions of all possible subproblems.

Figure 4. Constraint satisfaction.

Consider for example the graph shown in Figure 5. The

constraint satisfaction equation is ~, – ~d G A, where ~. =

max (yl, y2 + y3) + y4, and ~d = yz + y~ (a is the fork transi-

tion). There are two possible choices of winners for the

unique ma-x term. The subproblem obtained by choosing Y2

+y32 yl generates the following linear program

minandmaxof {c3+cQ}-c5

subject to

cie ~,i= 1..5

c1 _cz_c3<0

where the conditions ci ● yi CaU be expanded kto the cm-

junction of inequalkies ci < ~,- ~d -ci < -~,ti For yl =

[0, 901, YZ= [0, 1001, and y3 = YA= Y5 = [10, 20], the solu-

tion of ~. - ~,j is [0, 30]. Similarly for the subproblem yl >

~~+ y3, ~~- ~d = [O, 1001. ~us for any A such that [0, 1001
GA, the constraint place of Figure 5 is time-consistent.

4,3 Tming analysis for synthesis

During synthesis it is often the case that not all the opera-

tiontd delays are known since the synthesis goal is pre-

cisely to generate a circuit. The constraint satisfaction

procedure outlined in section 4.2 can be used for synthesis

if conservative estimates for the unknown delays are used
[9]. In this subsection we explain how to modify the con-

smaint satisfaction procedure to iind bounds on the

uaknowg operational delays.

Assume that some of the operational intervals are

unknown, denoted by bi. The constraint equations are now

in terms of the known Y, the unknown bi, and the con-

straints ~. As before we construct linear subproblems of

the constraint satisfaction problem cm-responding to a par-

ticular choice of a winner for each max term. For a given

subproblem, a value y that satisfies the lefi-baud side of a

constraint equation (i.e., y ~ -cb- T,) can be written as y =

fi~ci~ ~i) ‘~b(ci~ ~i)~ where~a ~d$b me two km fictions

on variables ci, di such that ci ~ ~ ad di E &. According to

Eq. 1, y ~ A. Therefore the solution of a particular sub-

problem is the solution of the optimization program

~~. (di)
subject to

y 6 A, for aIl values ci ~ yi.
di >0$ ad
conditions of the choice of max terms.

A particular solution consists of the set of feasible

points {di} which, when non%mpty, is delimited by a (pos-

sibly unbounded) convex polytope. It is well known that

every convex polytope is the convex hull of its vertices.

Thus finding a finite number of vertices suflices to charac-

terize a particular solution set (if the polytope is

unbounded, it is only required to store additional direction

vectors describing the edges to infinity). The total solution

is the union of all the particular solutions.

For example let Abe [0, 100] and Zil be unknown (the

former yl) in the graph shown in Figure 5, with the other

operational intervals unchanged. There are two subprob-

Iems, corresponding to 51< y2 + y~, and to 51> yz + y3. The

optimization program generated by the fist subproblem is:

tifn (Yi)

subject to

c3+c4-c5~A, forallci~~, i= 2..5,

dl >0, and

dl-cz-c3 <0.

The partial solutions of the two subproblems are [0, 10]

and [0, 90] respectively, thus 51= [0, 90].

5. Example: Synchronous memory read cycle

In this section we present a simple example that illustrates

the type of analysis allowed by our procedure. Figure 6

shows a timed STG describ~ the interface between a CPU

and a memory chip for the read operation.

Figure 5. Synchronous memory read cycle.

We can identify two subgraphs: The valid graph shown

at the left describes the CPU synchronous read protccol,

i.e., the cycle completes after a delay specified by the CPU

clock (represented by yl and 72), while the right subgraph

describes the memo~ protocol where the chip select signal
cs controls the dati, y, is the memory read access time. The

thick links represent the interface: til and t$ describe

delays through the selection logk b. and ~ correspond to
the interface data path. Constraints Al and A2 are respec-

tively the setup and hold times of&t with respect to the

read strobe rd-. A. specities that the memory chip should be

. .
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deselected after the data have been accessed. The other

constraints specify a causal ordering between the last tran-

sition of a cycle and its corresponding opposite transition

in the next cycle.

Values for ~ and Ai can be obtained from the manufac-

turer’s manual sheets. Bounds on bi can be found by apply-

ing the procedure outlined in sections 4.2 and 4.3. To write

the constraint equations for each constraint @q. 1), we use

one period of the unfolded acyclic graph (see Figure 7).
For example the constraint equation corresponding to Aa is

-r&t.-~,~-=8z+%+~SAz.

Figure 6. Unfolded graph showing one period of the
memory read cycle.

For yl = [100, 200], y.. = [10, 100], y, = [20, 40], y~ =

[22, 381, Al= [25, ~), Az = [15, ~), A, = [10, CO),and As =

A, = A~ = [0, CO),the solution is a four-dimensional poly-

tope corresponding to the four bi variables. Figme 8 shows

two 2-dimensional projections of the polytcp. Using the

convexity property of the polytope we can determine

extreme values for the bi variables. For example, til ~

[8, 35], and ~ ● [0, 27]. Furthermore the projections also

show the relationship that need be satisfied among the bi

variables. For instance if due to a technology mapping

decision it is determined that & c [10, 15] then 5, ~

[O, 201; likewise % and 52 would also be firther con-
strained.

6. Conclusions

Traditionally during synthesis the timirtg analysis is carried

out by iteratively estimating and adjusting the values of the

unknown control and data path delays. Jn this paper we

consider the design of interfaces in microprocessor-based

systems. We presented a methodology that can be used to

determine tight bounds on the interface path delays in

advance of the implementation phase. This information can

be used advantageously (i) to detect inconsistencies in the

design before implementation, (ii) to guide lower synthesis

stages, and (iii) to verify that the final implementation sat-

isfies the requirements.

L
%

27

t52

27
Figure 7. Projections of the solution-polytope.

As important area of future work is iinding efficient

algorithms to carry out the timing analysis outlined in this

paper.
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